
Let’s Talk about Jesus
(Jesus the Messiah) 
Part Twenty-Seven 

“Following the Way that leads to Life.” 
 Matthew 7:13-14

Introduction

 1. There are ______ ______________________.

 2. There are ______ ______________.

 3. There is _______ ________________.

 Conclusion

August 5–6, 2017

Home Group Homework
For the week of  August 6, 2017

GETTING TO KNOW ME:
 • Finish this sentence: What I did on my summer vacation…

 • Have you ever bought anything from a TV infomercial?  
(What was it & was it worth it?

REVIEW:
What stood out to you from the weekend’s message?

DIGGING DEEPER:
After taking the summer off we are jumping back into Home Groups and 
we are still in the Sermon on the Mount! This shouldn’t be too surprising 
though and we are nearing the end. This week we look at the reality our 
choices as Jesus talks about both wide and narrow gates and roads.  

 1. How has studying the Sermon on the Mount affected you so far?  
Has it been eye opening or convicting? (explain)

 • Read: Matthew 7:13-14.

August 5–6, 2017



The homework is now available to do and save on the MPCC App! 
Click: Connect – Adults – Home Groups – Date (of  homework)

Follow MPCC Home Groups on Instagram: mpcchomegroups  
Share pictures of  your group! #mpcchomegroups

 2. What is your immediate reaction to this passage, how does it make 
you feel?

 3. Why do you think “everyone” believes they will go to heaven?

 4. How does your understanding of  this passage change when you 
see that narrow in verse 14 doesn’t simply mean small or limited but 
rather difficult (affliction/distress)?

  a. Taking a brief  look at your life would you say being a Christian  
  is difficult for you? (How does your answer make you feel?)

Read Matthew 13:1-9

 5. What are some similarities between this parable and Jesus’ words in 
Matthew 7?

  a. Can this parable be used to explain Jesus’ comments from  
 the Sermon on the Mount?

  

APPLICATION
 1. Where have you let your walk with Jesus become easy or 

comfortable?

  a. Why is an easy or comfortable faith something we have to  
 watch out for?

 2. What can you do, not to make things more difficult for yourself, but 
to challenge yourself  spiritually this year?

PRAYER REQUESTS:
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